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Abstract
Aim: The goal of study in this image enhancement technique is 
to enhance both contrast and sharpness of an image simulta-
neously to improve PSNR. Materials and Methods: Both un-
sharp mask filter and novel histogram equalization techniques 
were implemented on lung images which were collected from 
kaggle software. Samples were considered as (N=30) for un-
sharp mask filtering and (N=30) for novel histogram equaliza-
tion technique with total sample size calculated using clinical.
com. As a result the total number of samples was calculated 
as 60. Matlab coding was written for extracting PSNR values of 
each image. Comparison and analysis has been made through 
SPSS software. Results: In the final output of image enhance-
ment, novel histogram equalization technique shows better 
performance in improving PSNR of lung images than unsharp 
mask filtering technique. Comparison of PSNR values are done 
by independent sample test using IBM-SPSS software. There is 
a statistical difference between histogram technique and un-
sharp mask filtering. The novel histogram equalization tech-
nique showed higher results of PSNR (67.2860dB) with (p=0.04) 
in comparison with unsharp mask filtering (37.9313dB). Con-
clusion: Within this research study histogram equalization im-
age enhancement technique has greater PSNR value of lung 
images than unsharp mask filtering technique. 
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Introduction
Medical image enhancement processing can provide 

more rich clinically diagnostic information for doctors 
which can help clinicians to examine disease (Xiurong 
2011) and (Shi and Kwok 2013). The unsharp masking 
filter is a good tool for sharpening images, and also an 
anti blurring filter. In this research an algorithm that 
generalizes the classical unsharp masking technique 
which has applications in medical imaging processes 
such as digital radiography, X-ray imaging techniques 
etc., is used (Zhao and Zhou 2016). Image sharpening 
of lung images using unsharp mask filtering, involves 
highlighting respiratory diseases such as asthma, pneu-
monia and early diagnosis of lung cancer.

There are 195 research articles published on the 
image enhancement to compare with different algo-
rithms and the storage location in sciencedirect and 
250 articles on Google Scholar and 54 research arti-
cles were found in IEEE xplore.Our team has extensive 
knowledge and research experience that has translate 
into high quality publications (Chellapa et al. 2020; 
Lavanya, Kannan, and Arivalagan 2021; Raj R, D, and 
S 2020; Shilpa-Jain et al. 2021; S, R, and P 2021; Rama-
doss, Padmanaban, and Subramanian 2022; Wu et al. 
2020; Kalidoss, Umapathy, and Rani Thirunavukkara-
su 2021; Kaja et al. 2020; Antink et al. 2020; Paul et al. 
2020; Malaikolundhan et al. 2020) 

 (Chellapa et al. 2020; Lavanya, Kannan, and Ariva-
lagan 2021; Raj R, D, and S 2020; Shilpa-Jain et al. 
2021; S, R, and P 2021; Ramadoss, Padmanaban, and 
Subramanian 2022; Wu et al. 2020; Kalidoss, Umapa-
thy, and Rani Thirunavukkarasu 2021; Kaja et al. 2020; 
Antink et al. 2020; Paul et al. 2020; Malaikolundhan et 
al. 2020) (Chellapa et al. 2020; Lavanya et al. 2021; Raj 
R et al. 2020; Shilpa-Jain et al. 2021; S et al. 2021; Ra-
madoss et al. 2022; Wu et al. 2020; Kalidoss et al. 2021; 
Kaja et al. 2020; Antink et al. 2020; Paul et al. 2020; 
Malaikolundhan et al. 2020) 

Unsharp filter is an operator that enhances edges 
and other high frequency components in an image via 
a procedure which subtracts an unsharp, or smoothed, 
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version of an image from the original image (Mahmoo-
di and Nelson 1984). Unsharp filtering is commonly 
used in the photographic and printing industries for 
crispening edges of an image (Strobel 1996). Output of 
the unsharp mask filter is an enhanced image without 
noise. In unsharp mask filtering the resulting image, 
although clearer, may be a less accurate representation 
of the image’s subject. In the context of signal process-
ing, an unsharp mask is generally a linear or nonlinear 
filter that amplifies the high-frequency components of 
a signal (Yang et al. 2016). The unsharp mask filter en-
hances edges and fine detail and is used to correct shad-
ing distortion throughout an image that is commonly 
manifested in the form of slowly varying background 
intensities (Polesel, Ramponi, and Mathews 2000). Two 
techniques, histogram equalization and unsharp mask 
filtering results in images having their background 
intensity levels which are near to black, therefore it is 
necessary to sharpen the image itself, for this case the 
unsharp masking algorithm is very useful.

For easy and perfect clinical image analysis, a novel 
histogram equalization technique has to be proposed 
for the image enhancement of lung images. Hence in 
this research novel histogram equalization techniques 
were proposed to improve the PSNR of lung images. 
The aim of the study is to analyze and compare image 
enhancement using novel histogram equalization tech-
nique and unsharp mask filtering to improve PSNR.

Materials and Methods
The research work was carried out at the depart-

ment of Biomedical Engineering, Saveetha School 
of Engineering. This Study was implemented using 
Matlab software. The PSNR in image enhancement 
technique is performed by evaluating two groups. A 
total of 30 iterations were performed on each group to 
achieve better PSNR. The study uses a CT, X-ray, MRI 
lung images dataset downloaded from kaggle (Fang et 
al. 2021). It is not necessary to obtain ethical approval. 
The sample size calculation was done using clinicalc.
com by keeping alpha error threshold as 0.05 and g 
power as 80% and value for enrollment ratio as 0.1 
with 95% confidence interval. As per calculation total 
sample size is 60. 

In sample preparation, for Group1 the number of 
lung images collected from 10 CT Scan images, 10 
X-ray scan images and 10 MRI scan images. The col-
lected images were used for PSNR based lung image 
enhancement using unsharp mask filtering technique. 

For Group 2 sample preparation, 10 lung images were 
collected from X-Ray, MRI and CT Scan images re-
spectively. Testing setup is done by installing the Mat-
lab R2018a software. After preparation a Matlab code 
was implemented for both histogram equalization and 
unsharp mask filtering methods. The performance of 
both algorithms was measured using the PSNR pa-
rameter in various lung images. This parameter was 
calculated and evaluated to assess the method’s effica-
cy and comparison of results was done for both meth-
ods to find which algorithm performed significantly 
better results for enhancing images.

Statistical analysis
The SPSS statistical software was used in the re-

search for statistical analysis. Group statistics and 
independent sample t-tests were performed on the 
experimental results and the graph was built for two 
groups with one parameter under study (Strobel 
1996). The independent variable is noise which affects 
the quality of an image and the dependent variable is 
PSNR.

Results
Table 1 shows PSNR (dB) values of 30 lung imag-

es obtained using histogram equalization technique 
and median filter. The mean value of PSNR (dB) of 
the histogram equalization filter is 67.2860dB and for 
unsharp mask filter is 37.9313 dB.

Table 1
PSNR value of different lung images obtained using histogram 
equalization and unsharp mask filter. The mean PSNR (dB) of 
the histogram equalization filter is 67.2860dB and for unsharp 
mask filter 37.9313dB.

Images PSNR (dB) 
Histogram Equalization 

PSNR (dB) 
Unsharp mask filter

Image1 37.59 35.66
 Image 2 36.96 36.17
Image 3 36.45 33.45
Image 4 36.32 36.66
 Image 5 34.60 36.04
Image 6 42.31  36.10
Image 7 41.39 39.12
Image 8 40.55 40.91
Image 9 42.97 43.57
Image 10 42.47 42.17
Image 11 42.74 43.65
Image 12 57.54 55.75
Image 13 54.86 56.78
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Images PSNR (dB) 
Histogram Equalization 

PSNR (dB) 
Unsharp mask filter

Image 14 59.75 62.31
Image 15 64.24 64.53
Image 16 66.34 69.76
Image 17 69.67 70.24
Image 18 73.33 70.19
Image 19 75.34 72..56
Image 20 77.10 74.34
Image 21 77.18 75.16
Image 22 77.22 75.64
Image 23 77.27 76.65
Image 24 78.43 76.48
Image 25 78.44 77.65
Image 26 78.87 77.42
Image 27 79.38 78.53
Image 28 79.76 78.59
Image 29 79.38 79.26
Image 30 79.54 79.34

Table 2 represents group statistics that shows com-
parison of histogram equalization of image enhance-
ment algorithms with unsharp mask filters based on 
PSNR values. Mean value of PSNR is high (67.2860dB) 
for histogram equalizer and low (37.9313dB) for un-
sharp mask filter. Standard deviation of PSNR is low 
(2.04278) for unsharp mask filter and high (12.31958) 
for histogram equalizer.

Table 2
Group statistics shows comparison of histogram equalization 
of image enhancement algorithms with unsharp mask filters 
based on PSNR. Mean value of PSNR is high 67.2860dB for 
histogram equalization and low 37.9313dB for unsharp mask 
filter. Standard deviation of PSNR is low for unsharp mask filter 
(2.04278) and high (12.31958) for histogram equalizer. 

Group N Mean Std De-
viation

Std.Error 
Mean

PSNR 
(dB) 

Unsharp mask 
filter

30 37.9313 2.04278 0.37296

Histogram
Equalization

30 67.2860 12.31958 2.24924

Table 3 represents an independent sample test of 
PSNR based image enhancement using histogram 
equalizer and unsharp mask filter algorithms. The two 
tailed significance p-value is 0.004. The significant 
difference in PSNR is 0.04 and standard mean differ-
ence is -29.64333 with a standard error difference of 
2.29686. In the test confidence interval, the lower val-
ue is (-34.24100) and the upper value is (-24.65957). 

Based on independent sample T test results, histogram 
equalization based image enhancement method per-
formed better than unsharp mask filtering method 
with 95% confidence interval.

Discussion 
Figure 1 represents simulation results of the un-

sharp mask filter algorithm and histogram technique. 
(a) Input image (X-ray chest) , (b) Histogram equal-
ization restored X-ray image, (c) Unsharp mask filter-
ing on X-ray lung image and (d) Intensities analysis 
of unsharp mask filter over histogram equalization 
(X-ray-lung Image).

Figure 2 shows bar chart comparison of mean +/-2 
SD of histogram equalization and unsharp mask fil-
ter methods. X-Axis represents the histogram equal-
ization vs unsharp mask filtering, Y-Axis represents 
Mean +/- 2 SD.

Various enhancement schemes are used for en-
hancing an image which includes gray scale manipula-
tion, filtering and histogram equalization (Sailesh and 
Naheed 2018). Histogram equalization is one of the 
well-known image enhancements that became a pop-
ular technique for contrast enhancement because of its 
simple and effective features. And also this technique 
preserves the input brightness of the image which is 
required to avoid the generation of non-existing arti-
facts in the output image. Although this method pre-
serves the input brightness on the output image with 
a significant contrast enhancement, they may produce 
images which do not look as natural as the input ones 
(Kansal, Purwar, and Tripathi 2018). The basic idea of 
histogram equalization method is to remap the gray 
levels of an image which tends to introduce some an-
noying artifacts and unnatural enhancement. 

To overcome the drawbacks such as different 
brightness, preserving techniques are used on differ-
ent images at different time periods and these are com-
pared on the basis of subjective and objective param-
eters (Shanmugavadivu and Balasubramanian 2011). 
Subjective parameters are visual quality and compu-
tation time and objective parameters are Peak signal 
noise ratio (PSNR), Mean square error, Normalized 
Absolute Error, Normalized Correlation, Error Color 
and Composite Peak Signal to Noise Ratio.

Authors adopt an adaptive unsharp mask algo-
rithm for contrast enhancement of medical image 
(Ferrari et al. 2009) in order to improve medical image 
visual quality. To employ an adaptive filter in order to 
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Table 3
Independent sample t-test providing mean difference, significance value (2-tailed), standard error difference and 95% confidence 
interval of the difference in both lower and upper level for PSNR at equal variances assumed and not assumed

Levene’s test for 
Equality of variance 

T-Test for equality of mean

F Sig t df Sig (2 
-tailed) 

Mean 
difference

Std.Error 
Differ-
ence

95% confidence of 
Difference

Lower Upper

PSNR
 (dB) 

Equal variances 
assumed

119.299 0.02 -12.906 58 0.04 -29.64333 2.29686 -34.24100 -24.65957

Equal Variances not 
assumed

-12.906 31.477 0.04 -29.64333 2.29686 -34.32493 -24.47978

Fig. 1. Simulation results of unsharp mask filter and histogram equalizer algorithm (a) Input image (X-ray chest), (b) Histogram 
equalization restored image, (c) Unsharp mask filter on X-ray image and (d) Intensities analysis of unsharp mask filter over histo-
gram equalization (X-ray Image).

Fig. 2. Bar chart representing the comparison of mean PSNR (+/-2 SD) of histogram equalization and unsharp mask filter methods. 
X-Axis represents the histogram equalization vs unsharp mask filtering, Y-Axis represents mean PSNR with (+/-2 SD).
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control the contribution of the sharpening path, con-
trast enhancement occurs in high detail areas and little 
or no image sharpening occurs in smooth areas.

Unsharp mask filters have efficient enhancement 
ability, but have problems on edge preservation and 
contrast adjustment. (Badamchizadeh and Aghagol-
zadeh 2005) investigate the problem of image en-
hancement when the source image is formed with 
raw data which is a valid assumption for images ob-
tained through transmitting, scanning or compres-
sion. Datasets collected by image sensors are generally 
contaminated by noise and noise can be introduced by 
transmission errors and compression. The problem of 
image processing is to recover an image that is cleaner 
and more informative than its raw observation. Thus, 
enhancement in the image is an important technology 
in image analysis which is the first step to be taken 
before images are analyzed. 

Histogram equalization approaches, though simple 
in implementation, its performance may be degraded 
due to the introduction of over-enhanced artifacts. 
On the other hand, frequency filtering may give rise 
to amplifications on noises and it may be complicated 
in designing soft-computing algorithms for contrast 
enhancement (Kwok et al. 2012). Within the edge 
sharpening category of methods, unsharp masking is 
a simple and efficient technique to improve the con-
trast of an image. The performance characteristics of 
the unsharp masking method is to provide contrast 
enhancement for digital images. Although the meth-
od is simple and efficient, the results may tend to fall 
outside the permissible ranges for display. The method 
consists of the extraction of edges from the image and 
then superimposed on the original image. Unsharp 
mask filtering technique which is difficult with too 
large amplification of high contrast areas (Nakashizu-
ka and Aoki 2005). In future more images can be tak-
en from different application fields so that it becomes 
clearer that for which application the particular tech-
nique is better for image sharpening and restoration 
and in medical field application for image diagnosis 
in lung images. 

Conclusion
The results show that the proposed histogram 

equalization performs unsharp mask filtering in terms 
of PSNR. The Proposed histogram equalization proved 
with better PSNR (67.2860dB) when compared with 
unsharp mask filtering. (37.9313dB) 
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